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AUSTRALIAN RADIO NETWORK
ANNOUNCE 2014 SYDNEY LINE UP
KIIS 1065 and 101.7 WSFM
Following the announcement of Kyle Sandilands and Jackie Henderson (Kyle & Jackie O)
joining Australian Radio Network’s newest radio station KIIS 1065, ARN are proud to
present the 2014 line ups for both its Sydney stations, KIIS 1065 and 101.7 WSFM.
Listeners to KIIS 1065 will wake up with Sydney’s favourite breakfast show, Kyle &
Jackie O, the city’s #1 for 51 consecutive surveys.
“Kyle and Jackie will kick off the day with an energetic and entertaining start. They’re
all about engaging with the people of Sydney with what’s current, including the
aspirational star power of their local and international guests”, says ARN’s National
Content Director Duncan Campbell.

KIIS 1065
Breakfast 6-9am – Kyle & Jackie O
Day 9-3pm – Simon Baggs
3PM Pick Up 3-4pm - Chrissie Swan & Jane Hall
Syndicated to Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide

Drive 4-6pm – Rosso
Syndicated to Sydney and Melbourne

6pm – The Kyle & Jackie O Hour
Syndicated to Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide

7–9pm – On Air with Ryan Seacrest
Syndicated to Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide

Of Mix1065 Breakfast hosts Sami Lukis and Yumi Stynes, Campbell explains;
“Unfortunately Sami and Yumi’s show won’t be returning on-air in 2014. Sami and Yumi
worked really hard this year to build their audience and we thank them for being part of
Mix and wish them the very best. We are now currently exploring the development of
new shows for launch next year involving Yumi”.
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Former Mix1065 Breakfast anchor Simon Baggs will go on to steer the day. A young,
talented announcer, Simon has worked in the radio industry for 12 years across six
different stations. A career (and life) highlight for Simon was appearing on the Ellen
DeGeneres show in 2010.
Chrissie Swan & Jane Hall are back in the New Year with their networked 3PM Pick Up.
This successful partnership reaches almost 800,000 listeners across Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane and Adelaide and focuses on delivering laughs, current music, and entertaining
content for the busy pick up hour.
“Our show focuses on women – it’s pure fun, good girl banter and songs you can sing
along to”, says Chrissie Swan.
Then it’s on to one of the funniest, welcoming, and wackiest shifts, as Tim ‘Rosso’ Ross
returns for Drive.
“Rosso’s versatile comedic edge makes him uniquely suited for the drive home. He will
continue to build on the audience he developed this year and we couldn’t be happier
that he will be part of KIIS”, says Campbell.
And in a move set to delight Kyle & Jackie O fans from around Australia, 6pm brings the
breakfast stars back with The Kyle & Jackie O hour which broadcasts to all ARN
markets.
“Between this networked show and the Sydney KIIS audience, Kyle and Jackie will be
reaching a broad audience and we’re looking forward to seeing them connect with
Sydney and, indeed, the country”, points out Campbell.
The star power continues across the evening as On-Air with Ryan Seacrest continues to
deliver all the latest Hollywood news. If it’s happening in Hollywood, Ryan Seacrest not
only knows about it, but has connections to the star in questions.
And the revitalization of ARN continues in 2014 with a refresh at 101.7 WSFM.

WSFM 101.7
Breakfast 5.30-9am – Jonesy & Amanda
Mornings 9-12pm – Ron E Sparks
Afternoons 12-3pm – Jason Staveley
Drive 3-6pm – Lars Peterson
6pm – Jonesy & Amanda’s Encore
Syndicated to Sydney and Melbourne

And more news to come in early 2014…
7–11pm – an all new Richard Mercer program
Syndicated to Sydney and Melbourne
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Breakfast on WSFM will begin with the long-standing Jonesy & Amanda. Going into their
ninth year on air together, this award-winning team will be back doing what they do
best.
Amanda Keller explains; “We understand our society's fascination with controversy and
celebrity, and we frequently have celebrities on the show, but it's also the lives of
regular, everyday people that are exciting, funny, heart wrenching or just plain
ridiculous.”
“Including our own”, adds her co-host and this year’s channel 7 ‘Dancing With The Stars’
contestant Brendan ‘Jonesy’ Jones.
All-new for 2014 will be Jonesy & Amanda’s syndicated 6pm show Jonesy & Amanda’s
Encore which will be broadcast to Sydney and Melbourne, further reinforcing Jonesy &
Amanda across the Classic Hits network.
Ron E Sparks, one of Sydney’s most listened to day-time DJs, remains in mornings but
three new additions to the WSFM team will bring new colour to the trusted Classic Hits
brand.
Afternoons will be helmed by Jason Staveley, an experienced presenter and avid movie
and music lover who has worked at various UK and Australian radio stations.
Lars Peterson makes the move across to WSFM after ten years at Mix1065 and will host
the drive show.
“These day-time changes do mean that Bill Weaver and Rob Duckworth will be leaving
the station. They’re both great people and excellent presenters and we’re grateful for
their support over the last couple of years”, says Campbell.
And the announcement that will create a huge buzz for fans across Sydney and
Melbourne; after 17 years on MixFM The Love God Richard Mercer will begin an all new
evening show in early 2014 on WSFM.
Host of one of radio’s most enduring programs, Richard Mercer’s Love Song Dedications
is an honest and heartfelt show, with the sincere Mercer the facilitator for his listener’s
most raw emotions.
Of The Love God’s upcoming program, Campbell says, “Richard’s program has been one
of the most voyeuristic and addictive shows on radio. We’re going to be bringing an all
new show to WSFM in 2014 and we’re looking forward to telling fans more about this in
the new year.
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“Overall, we’re creating a more contemporary feel to WSFM. Our listeners love a bit of
nostalgia but they also know that they are living the best parts of their lives right now.
With Jonesy & Amanda as one of the country’s finest on-air teams starring in breakfast,
we’re now also moving forward with our listeners and are excited to refresh the new
year with them”, Campbell continues.
Of the changes on-air for Sydney, Duncan Campbell summarises; “2014 is going to be a
huge year for ARN. Like Kyle & Jackie O, Sydney-siders will be switching to the all-new
KIIS 1065. And we feel that the loyal listeners of WSFM will love the refresh of their
favourite station, and will no doubt bring across many new fans too. We’re passionate
about entertaining Sydney and we look forward to connecting in the new year”.
In Australia, ARN’s brand strategy of KIIS, MixFM and Classic Hits reaches Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane. Entertaining and influencing over 4 million listeners,
ARN is one of the leading broadcasters in the commercially important 25-54
demographics in Australia.
ARN also recently launched the world’s fastest growing digital service, iHeartRadio, to
the Australian market. iHeartRadio is the only digital music service that combines
custom music and live radio, covering 1000 live radio stations across all ARN, New
Zealand’s TRN and Clear Channel’s US stations. Early take up of the service in Australia
has exceeded expectations.

***

For further information please contact:
Bec Brown PH: 0403 052 256
bec@becbrowncommunications.com.au
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